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Kids Can Press, Canada, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. The
third addition to the well-received, illustrated chapter book series about word-loving Daisy. In her
latest adventure, Daisy is faced with a dilemma about what to exhibit at her class s end-of-theschool-year Student Showcase night. An invitation to a grown-up poetry party sets off a series of
events that eventually lead Daisy to the realization that the perfect solution to her problem has been
with her all along --- in the green notebook covered with purple polka dots in which she collects her
favorite words.Author Sandra V. Feder has created a likable, enthusiastic character early readers
will be drawn to, and as self-described Delightfully Different Daisy ventures into the world of poetry,
they ll happily follow along. The easy-to-understand explanations of ode, haiku, rhyme and free
verse, along with short examples of each, make this book an excellent resource for a unit on poetry
or as a tie-in to an elementary school s celebration of poetry month in April. The inclusion of Daisy s
Wonderful Word Lists at the end (the lists are named by category, such as rhyming words, pairs of
words, made-up words and...
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Reviews
This is the finest ebook i have got read through till now. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at anytime of the time (that's
what catalogs are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Mr . Edison Rober ts IV
The best publication i ever study. It is really basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your publication. Your lifestyle period is going to be
enhance as soon as you total reading this article publication.
-- Ashton K a ssulke
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